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degree digital, physical display
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By ERIN SHEA

British fashion house Burberry celebrated the opening of its  Chicago flagship store with a
physically- and digitally-immersive event that showcased weather and city residents.

The event Nov. 29 showcased Burberry’s Art of the Trench images featuring Chicagoans
wearing the brand’s iconic trench coats. The images were shown in the store, around the
city and across the brand's social media.

“Burberry has merged technology and fashion to pay tribute to its heritage and success of
the company,” said Dalia Strum, president of Dalia Inc., New York.

“The digital component is a creative strategy to connect with its target market through an
immersive experience,” she said.

“The brand’s strategies focus not only on improving the customer’s shopping experience,
but focus on how to give each client a personalized experience according to their needs
and expectations.”

Ms. Strum is not affiliated with Burberry, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Burberry did not respond before press deadline.
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Chicago charm

The Chicago flagship store is five stories tall and features the trademark Burberry plaid
print on the building’s exterior. It is  the label’s second-largest store in North America and
is located on Michigan Avenue.

Burberry in Chicago

During the event, music was provided by British musician Carl Barat from the Libertines
and DJ Matt Roan. Other performers were there to mimic the sound of rain throughout the
store.

Digital displays of lights and images were projected onto the store’s interior digital wall.

Images in store

This flagship store offers the Burberry Retail Theatre concept that allows for the broadcast
of live events and content on the store’s interior digital screens that can be globally-
synchronized.

Also, the store contains the first Burberry Beauty in-store consultation counter in North and
South America.
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Burberry is partnering with the John D. and Catherine T . MacArthur Foundation to bring
$2.2 million in funding to the Chicago Hive Learning Network to celebrate this store
opening.

The funding will go toward inspiring young people in Chicago and creating innovative
educational experiences.

Meanwhile, Burberry recently unleashed its most technologically-advanced property in
the heart of London that is designed to increase customer engagement and in-store sales
through a digital and tactile experience that shows off the brand heritage.

The 44,000-square-foot store in Regent Street in London was developed as a physical
expression of Burberry.com, fully immersing shoppers in a combined digital and
physical experience. Key features include 100 screens, the tallest indoor retail screen in
the world and 500 speakers (see story).

“Burberry has already established itself as a premium 21st-century brand, so an event like
this continues establishing respect for it in additional markets,” said Paula Rosenblum,
managing partner at RSR, Miami.

“This event is far more compelling than just looking at products in the store,” she said.

Digital savvy

The digital screens in the store showed off images from Burberry’s Art of the Trench
project.

“The brand’s focus on integrating technology creates a stronger presence on its digital
footprint,” Dalia Inc.’s Ms. Strum said.

This project celebrates the iconic Burberry trench coat with a Web site featuring images of
people from around the world wearing it. Users are able to submit their own images.

The Art of the Trench Web site was launched Nov. 2009 and has more than 21 million
views from 200 countries.

Art of the Trench Web site
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The project was brought to Tumblr in August and has more than 61,000 followers.

Images from the Art of the Trench were shown at the Chicago store event. These images
specifically featured Chicagoans wearing the Burberry trench.

“The physical together with the digital components creates a multi-sensory experience to
establish a connection with real-life experiences,” Ms. Strum said.

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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